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This is a challenging problem-solving book in Euclidean geometry, assuming nothing of the reader other than a good deal of
courage. Topics covered included cyclic quadrilaterals, power of a point, homothety, triangle centers; along the way the reader will
meet such classical gems as the nine-point circle, the Simson line, the symmedian and the mixtilinear incircle, as well as the
theorems of Euler, Ceva, Menelaus, and Pascal. Another part is dedicated to the use of complex numbers and barycentric
coordinates, granting the reader both a traditional and computational viewpoint of the material. The final part consists of some
more advanced topics, such as inversion in the plane, the cross ratio and projective transformations, and the theory of the
complete quadrilateral. The exposition is friendly and relaxed, and accompanied by over 300 beautifully drawn figures. The
emphasis of this book is placed squarely on the problems. Each chapter contains carefully chosen worked examples, which
explain not only the solutions to the problems but also describe in close detail how one would invent the solution to begin with. The
text contains a selection of 300 practice problems of varying difficulty from contests around the world, with extensive hints and
selected solutions. This book is especially suitable for students preparing for national or international mathematical olympiads or
for teachers looking for a text for an honor class.
Art Workshop for Children is not just another book of straightforward art projects. The book's unique child-led approach provides a
framework for cultivating creative thinking and encourages the wonder that comes when children are allowed to freely explore the
creative process and their materials. As children work through these open-ended workshops, adults are guided on how to be
facilitators who provide questions, encourage deep thinking, and help spark an excitement for discovery. Children explore basic
materials and workshops that use minimal supplies, and then gradually add new materials to fill the art cabinets as well as new
skills and more complex workshops. Most workshops are suitable to preschool-aged children, and each contains ideas for
explorations and new twists to engage older or more experienced artists. Interspersed throughout are sidebar essays that
introduce perspectives on mess-making, imperfection, the role of adult, collaborative art, and thoughts on the Reggio Emilia
method, a self-guided teaching philosophy. These pieces underscore the value of art-making with children, and support the
parent/teacher/care-giver on how to successfully lead, question, and navigate their children through the workshops to result in the
fullest experiences.
"As per the Latest Pattern issued by various Exam Conducting Bodies-*ISO, SZF, HO, UIMO, IOEL, ITHO, NSO, IEO, IRAO,
NSTSE, SEAMO, IMO, IOS, IGKO, UIEO Previous years’ Solved Papers 2011 to 2020 Assessment through 3 Levels of
Questions--Level 1, Level 2 & Achievers Answer Key with Explanations Amazing Facts, Fun Trivia & ‘Did You Know?’ Concept
Review with Examples Latest Sample Papers with complete solutions "
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 6. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 3. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 5. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
This contains IMO Workbook for class 3. It contains practice questions, Past question paper with answer keys.It includes different
of questions.*** It contains different types of sections like * Numbers, * Addition and Subtraction, * Multiplication and Division, *
Fractions, * Geometry, * Time, * Money, * Data Handling, * Logical Reasoning * Past Que Paper 2016*** This book helps to
practice more & get confidence about exam.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 7. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
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steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 10. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
Science competitions test a student’s level of knowledge, power of scientific reasoning, and analytical thinking outside of the
regular school curriculum. A systematic approach and smart study regimen are both required to get good results in science
competitions. In this book, you will find many tips and tricks for how to study and prepare for science olympiads. Moreover, you will
learn how to: • boost your motivation • cope with failures and anxiety before the tests • defeat procrastination • manage your time
• memorize information quicker and more effectively • organize your study material • read a science textbook • plan your study
schedule • develop practical skills • get into and survive in the lab. Furthermore, you will find essential test-taking strategies for
tackling the olympiad exams and example-based tips on how to develop critical thinking and problem solving skills.

Various institutes and associations across the country conduct Science Olympiads & Competitions for Class 8 students.
This specialized book has been designed to provide relevant and the best study material for the preparation for Class 8
students preparing for Science Olympiads and competitions. This book has been designed to give the students an insight
and proficiency into almost all the areas of Science asked in various Science Olympiads. The present book has been
divided into 16 chapters namely Microorganisms: Friends & Foe, Synthetic Fibres & Plastics, Materials: Metals & NonMetals, Coal & Petroleum, Combustion & Flame, Conservation of Plants & Animals, Cell-Structure & Functions,
Reproduction in Animals, Force & Pressure, Friction, Sound, Chemical Effects of Electric Current, Some Natural
Phenomena, Light, Stars & the Solar System and Pollution of Air & Water. The book contains complete theoretical
content exactly on the pattern of various Science Olympiads with sufficient number of solved examples set according to
the pattern and level of Indian National Science Olympiads. Exercises have also been given in the book. Problems from
recently held Olympiads have also been given in the book. The book also contains five practice sets designed on the
lines of the questions asked in the precious years’ Science Olympiads questions. Also answers & explanations for the
practice sets have been provided at the end. As the book contains ample study as well as practice material, it for sure will
help aspirants score high in the upcoming Science Olympiads and competitions for Class 8 students.
Science Olympiad
The thoroughly Revised & Updated 3rd Edition of “Olympiad Champs Science Class 3 with Past Olympiad Questions” is
a complete preparatory book not only for Olympiad but also for Class 3 Science. The book is prepared on content based
on National Curriculum Framework prescribed by NCERT. This new edition has been empowered with Past Questions
from various Olympiad Exams like NSO, IOS, GTSE, etc. in both the exercises of every chapter. Further the book
Provides engaging content with the help of Teasers, Do You Know, Amazing Facts & Illustrations, which enriches the
reading experience for the children. The questions are divided into two levels Level 1 and Level 2. The first level, Level 1,
is the beginner’s level which comprises of questions like fillers, analogy and odd one out. The second level is the
advanced level. Level 2 comprises of questions based on techniques like matching, chronological sequencing, picture,
passage and feature based, statement correct/ incorrect, integer based, puzzle, grid based, crossword, Venn diagram,
table/ chart based and much more. Solutions and explanations are provided for all questions at the end of each chapter.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the
syllabus covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ
(Multiple Choice Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science,
Cyber and English Olympiads for Class 8. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the
answers. Where necessary, steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check
their scores, and assess their level of preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to
help them make a smart plan and strategy for preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From
the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we
present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to 10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking
arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam accordingly. These sample papers will
prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the
syllabus covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ
(Multiple Choice Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science,
Cyber and English Olympiads for Class 2. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the
answers. Where necessary, steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check
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their scores, and assess their level of preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to
help them make a smart plan and strategy for preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From
the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we
present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to 10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking
arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam accordingly. These sample papers will
prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
• Previous years’ Solved Papers 2011 to 2020 • Assessment through 3 Levels of Questions--Level 1, Level 2 & Achievers •
Answer Key with Explanations • Amazing Facts, Fun Trivia & ‘Did You Know?’ • Concept Review with Examples • Latest Sample
Papers with complete solutions
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 4. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.
‘Another terrific book by Rob Eastaway’ SIMON SINGH ‘A delightfully accessible guide to how to play with numbers’ HANNAH
FRY
"As per the Latest Pattern issued by various Exam Conducting Bodies-*ISO, SZF, HO, UIMO, IOEL, ITHO, NSO, IEO, IRAO,
NSTSE, SEAMO, IMO, IOS, IGKO, UIEO Previous years’ Solved Papers 2011 to 2020 Assessment through 3 Levels of
Questions--Level 1, Level 2 & Achievers Answer Key with Explanations Amazing Facts, Fun Trivia & ‘Did You Know?’ Concept
Review with Examples Latest Sample Papers with complete solutions
The Olympiad sample papers have been developed by experts in their respective fields to make students familiar with the syllabus
covered in the exam and the question-asking pattern followed by the marking scheme. Set on the lines of MCQ (Multiple Choice
Questions) format adopted in the exam, there are two sets of papers on each of Mathematics, Science, Cyber and English
Olympiads for Class 9. Answers keys are given to enable students to verify the correctness of the answers. Where necessary,
steps to solving questions are also given. Students can practice through these papers, check their scores, and assess their level of
preparedness and knowledge. This kind of meticulous attention to detail is sure to help them make a smart plan and strategy for
preparation of these challenging NCO, NSO, IEO and IMO exams. From the sample papers, students will get a fair idea about the
type of questions asked in the examination. In this series, we present for students a full range of sample papers from Class 1st to
10th. Syllabus, question patterns, and marking arrangements are given so that the student can learn and prepare for the exam
accordingly. These sample papers will prove to be of premier importance while preparing for the Olympiad exams.

Benefits of solving these Test Series for JEE (Main) are: 15 Mock Test for JEE (Main)- Designed after a thorough
research & include all typologies of Questions specified by the NTA. JEE (Main) Previous Years Papers: 2019 & 2020
Subjective Analysis to get on top of the test paper pattern Mind Maps of related subjects; Physics, Chemistry and
Mathematics Oswaal Mnemonics to boost memory and confidence Easy to Scan QR Codes for online content
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